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Abstract

This report describes the construction of
Electron Mossbauer Spectroscopy

( CEMS)

setup.

a

Conversion

The purpose of

this apparatus is to study the energy levels of the

57

Fe nu-

cleus in a sample and thus gather information about the local
magnetic and

electric field (gradient).

Because the 57Fe nucleus doesn't have a recoil when emitting or absorbing a 14. 4 Kev gamma ray (a Mossbauer transition),

the

energy resolution

is high enough to

be

able

to

determine the energy splitting caused by the hyperfine interactions at the position of the nuclei. By moving the
which

decays

to

57

Fe

co source,

, the energy of the emitted photons

slightly changed due to the Doppler effect. In
energy spectrum of the iron can be obtained, by
absorbed (CEMS) or transmitted (TMS) photons.
photons are measured in an indirect way, by
(~onversion)

57

is

this way the
counting the
The absorbed
counting the

glectrons, emitted out of the first 100 nm of the

surface of the sample by the decaying atom,.
CEMS is a sensitive way to measure magnetic properties of
samples. When the sample contains just little atoms (iron) with
a Mossbauer transition, CEMS is more sensitive than Transmission Mossbauer Spectroscopy (TMS).
The newly build experimental setup has to meet several
requirements concerning the measurement conditions. The sample
has to be rotatable,
measurements

must

be

a magnetic field must be appliable and
possible

at

temperatures

between

room

temperature and 30 Kelvin. All these features had to be automated. In order to operate the measurements directly by computer, a new mul tiscaler / signal generator (IMS) had to be
applied.
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In this report a survey of the CEMS apparatus is given.
Furthermore the design of a 'cold finger', software and measurements are described.
The CEMS spectrometer now is fully operational. Measurements can be performed in different conditions. The sample can
be cooled to temperatures down to 30 K and a magnetic field up
to 0.9 T is appliable. A software package, able to perform data
acquisition and able to set the measuring conditions, is
present for the CEMS setup. Almost fully automated measurements
can be operated by the computers.
The first measurements on natural iron films with the CEMS
spectrometer at room temperature show good results. The spectra
have an energy resolution complying to the requirement: the
linewidth of the natural iron peaks is o. 26 mms· 1 • Several
useful applications can be devised for the CEMS apparatus.
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1

Introduction

The

Conversion

Electron

Mossbauer

Spectroscopy

(CEMS)

project is a part of the subgroup Cooperative Phenomena of the
(subject) group

Solid

State

Physics.

This

subgroup

exercises

fundamental research on appearances, which are caused by cooperative behaviour of particles in solids. Examples are ferro' antiferromagnetism and superconduction.
One of the ways to study the magnetic behaviour of solids
is Mossbauer Spectroscopy

(MS) . A restriction for using this

method is that the solids must contain atoms with a Mossbauer
transition.

In

this

case

the

atom

is

57

Fe,

since

crystals

containing iron can have interesting magnetic properties and
is as an isotope for 2% present in natural iron.

57Fe

The principle of Mossbauer Spectroscopy is that an atom
doesn't have a recoil while emitting or absorbing a photon. Due
to this effect (the Mossbauer effect, ME) the band width of the
energy levels is very small. The theoretical energy resolution
for a 14.4 Kev decay energy is 1 in 10 14 !
The moving of the Co source (the Co decays to 57Fe) causes
a small variation on the original 14.4 Kev energy, due to the
Doppler effect. As a function of the energy (proportional to
the

velocity of

varies.

the

source)

the

number of

absorbed photons

This energy spectrum contains all information,

which

can be obtained by Mossbauer Spectroscopy.
CEMS is a very sensitive way to determine the hyperfine
interaction of a crystal and CEMS is often more sensitive than
Transmission Mossbauer Spectroscopy (TMS),
which is more
efficient at higher numbers of Mossbauer atoms.
The energy spectrum of iron is build up by a few contributions. The most important of these contributions is the nuclear
Zeeman effect, which causes the energy levels of iron to split
up, which results in six transition peaks. The magnitude of the
5

splitting is proportional to the magnetic field at the positions of the 57Fe atoms. The Mossbauer theory is described in
chapter 2.
This report discusses (parts of) the construction of a
CEMS apparatus. It was R. van Kempen [REF 1) task to design it
and it was my task to help him construct some parts and automate the experimental setup. This report is also meant to be a
manual for the CEMS apparatus. This means that some parts of
the report are very technical.
One of the purposes of this report is to give a complete
survey of the total experimental setup. The experimental setup
(described in chapter 3), including the vacuum system, sample
holder, electronics and detectors, is designed by R. van Kempen
[ref 1). Besides some electronics and some small parts (including

collimators),

vacuum system,

the

the

part

of

the

'cold finger',

cryogenic

system

in

the

is designed by the author

(section 3.5.2).
The biggest part of this graduation project was the
automation of the CEMS apparatus. Like in most experimental
setups in the department of physics (including cooperative
phenomena), the automation of CEMS is based on the PHYDAS
(PHYsics Data Acquisition System). A new electronic interface
for the PhyDAS, the Integrated Multiscaler / Signal generator
(IMS), was designed for and in deliberation with the CEMS
project. Testing and operating the advanced IMS, used to
perform the measurements, was a part of the automation. A
software package, complying to certain demands, is written
around this device. The automation is described in chapter 4.
Chapter 5 describes the results and the discussion. This
includes test measurements, concerning the cryogenics and
collimators, and measurements on samples already used for TMS.
Finally the conclusion and some recommendations are done in
chapter 6.
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2 CEMS THEORY.

Mossbauer

spectros-

copy is based on nuclear

Resonance?

resonance. When a nucleus
excited
from
an
falls
state to a lower energy
state, the energy difference is transferred to a
-y-quant.

During

the

in-

verse process the nucleus
absorbs
the

the

energy

-y-quant,

if

of

-y-

this

gamma

)

Source

Absorber

f-- VSourc~
figure 2 .1 Principle of Mossbauer
spectroscopy. Do the energies of
the gamma rays correspond with a
transition energy in the absorber?

quant
is
corresponding
with one of the energy
transitions of the nucleus. By moving the emitting nuclei and
thus varying the energy of the -y-quant, an energy spectrum of
the absorbing nucleus is obtained.

This is the principle of

Mossbauer spectroscopy {figure 2.1).
2.1 Mossbauer spectroscopy.

An energy level is not infinitely sharp, but is spread
over a certain energy range (figure 2.2). The natural line
width r of the Lorentzian shaped curve [REF 2] is defined as
the width of the energy level at half the maximum. An approximation for the natural line width is given by the Heisenberg
uncertainty relation :
(1)

Here, AE is the uncertainty in energy and At the time interval
to measure the energy E. r is approximated by AE and the mean
life time T by At. Note that the spectrum will show a width of
7

at least 2r, because the gamma quant is emitted and absorbed.
In general not all of the energy (E 0 )
the two levels,
ton.

The

difference between

is transferred to the energy (Ey)

remaining

energy

is

transferred

to

the

of the phonucleus

as

recoil energy (ER) :
(2)

I(E}

r

r

E0 -R
figure 2. 2 E9 denotes the energy difference between the
excited and the ground level . The photon emitted from a
free nucleus at rest only possesses the energy E9 -R; in
order to excite the absorbing nucleus it requires the
energy E9 +R.

The emitted photon has an energy,

ER smaller than the transi-

tion energy Ea and the absorbed photon has to have an energy ER
larger than Ea (figure 2.2).
The total momentum also has to be obtained: O = Py + p nucleus
, or with vR the speed and M the mass of the nucleus and c the
speed of light:

E
C

__:y_+Mv =0
R

(3)

Thus an expression is obtained for the recoil energy (with the
approximation E0 =Ey) :
8

1

=-Mv 2 =

E
R

2

R

E

E

2

2

v = 0
2Mc 2 2Mc 2

( 4)

For a transition energy of E0=10 KeV the recoil energy is 5,3
10- 4 ev.

Doppler shift.

When a nucleus is emitting a photon when moving in the
direction of the emission with a velocity v, the energy (E) of
the

emitted photon is changed with respect to the energy (E 0 )

of the photon emitted by a nucleus at rest
fect) . For

v~

(the Doppler ef-

c (light speed) applies:

E=E 0 ( 1 + v}

c

The energy shift needed,

(5)

of the same magnitude as the energy

splitting of the energy levels, is much smaller than the recoil
energy. For typical values of
= 3, 3 10- 7 eV.

E 0=

10 Kev and v= 10 mm/ s

LlEDoppler

In a gas or a solid with temperature T the nuclei have
rather large velocities. For an atom (or molecule) in a gas the
kinetic energy is given by:

Ekin= ( 1 I 2 }Mv; =( 3 I 2 }kT

<6 >

Here k is the Boltzmann constant, M the mass of the atom
{or molecule) and v 0 the average velocity. The component in the
direction of the photon causes an Doppler shift of LlE =v/c E0 •
The thermal broadening of the (originally narrow) energy peak
is called Doppler broadening. The energy uncertainty caused by
this effect is much larger than the energy splitting of the
nuclei.

This

and

the

recoil

are
9

the

reasons

why

Mossbauer

Spectroscopy can only be

applied on

atoms

with a

Mossbauer

transition.

Einstein solids.

Classically,
according to Eq.

the atoms of a solid have a kinetic energy
(6). Einstein pointed out that a solid is also

a quantum mechanical system and that it should have a quantized
energy in stead of a continuous energy distribution

[REF 2].

Einstein assumed for simplicity that the energy levels should
be equidistant (with an energy distance EE). Due to interactions among atoms the energy levels are broadened and the
higher energy 'levels' are broadened in such a way that they
overlap. Only near the ground state the levels are quantized.
The Einstein energy and Einstein temperature
can be calculated:

EE(iron)= 0.04 ev,

(OE=EE/k)

OE(iron)= 500 K.

of iron
If the

temperature is much smaller than the Einstein temperature the
atoms will strongly populate the ground state
In order to
have

a

recoil-

less transition,
the

involved

atom

(without

kinetic
has

to

the
state.
the
the

energy)
stay

in

ground
This is
case
when

recoil energy
is
much

smaller than the
energy
exited

of

first
state,

the Einstein
nergy. For

ean

FIGURE 2.3 Emission of gamma rays from nuclei
embedded in an iron lattice. The recoil energy of 57Fe is small compared to the Einstein
energy, while the recoil energy of 58Fe excites the lattice into a continuum.
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photon with an energy of 800 keV, a transition of 58 Fe, the
recoil energy is 6 eV (see Eq. 4) and for a 14.4 keV photon, a
transition of 57Fe, the recoil energy is 0.002 eV (fig 2.3). If
the gamma ray is emitted or absorbed 'without' recoil, the
recoil energy is absorbed by the whole lattice, so the recoil
of the involved atom is negligible.
Although the recoil energy R may be a lot smaller than the
Einstein energy Ee, there is still a small probability that the
gamma ray excites the atom. The probability f for recoilless
emission is given by (at low temperatures):

f=e
This factor

-R/EE

(7)

is referred to as the Debye-Waller [REF 2]

factor. For small ratios of R/Ee and T/Oe, a large fraction of
the gamma rays are emitted without recoil and without Doppler
broadening. This is the principle of the Mossbauer effect.
2.1.1 CEMS versus TMS.

The

Mossbauer

spec

troscopy can be performed
in two basic ways (figure
2.4): Transmission Mossbauer Spectroscopy (TMS)
and scattering Mossbauer

Source

I*]

?

!v [mm/s]

y/ •

\)ectrond~

Absorber

CEMS
emission of
conversion electrons

Spectroscopy
(CEMS).
If
TMS is applied, the number

of

transmitted

absorbed)

gamma

rays

(not

y detector

is

TMS
absorption of
y quants

measured as a function of
the energy. If CEMS is
applied a fraction of the
figure 2. 4 Schematic setup of the
number of absorbed gamma Mossbauer continuum in transmission·
rays is measured by coun- geometry (TMS) and scattering geoting

the

(conversion)

metry (CEMS). The spectra represent
the
magnetically
split
six-line
pattern of Fe.
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electrons, which are emitted by the immediately decaying
excited atom. In only 9% of the decays a gamma quant is reemitted (see section 3.2).
The question arises whether a CEMS or a TMS experiment is
preferable.

One

can

realise

that

for

samples

with

a

high

transmission the signal to noise ratio is better for CEMS than
for TMS.

The deviation of the background can be of the same

order as the signal for TMS. In theory CEMS is only counting
the (whether or not recoilless) absorbed gamma rays.
A more clear insight can be obtained by considering the
following relationships, which approximate several complex
processes assuming single line spectra [REF 3). The resonance
effect

~

is defined by:

=N(O)-N(oo)
TJN(oo)

(8)

Here N ( o) and N (oo) are the count at resonance and far-off
resonance velocities, respectively. Due to the small escape
depth of the electrons, the effective absorber of thickness is
usually very small

in CEMS experiments.

Assuming a

thin ab-

sorber, a Lorentzian shape of the resonance lines and negligible

broadening

effects

due

to

the

absorber

thickness,

the

resonance effect for a transition experiment is given by:

and for a CEMS experiment:

where f 5 , fA are the Debye- Waller factors of the source and
the absorber, a is the internal conversion coefficient {a=8.2
for

57

Fe),

a 0 and

aPh

are the cross sections for the Mossbauer

effect (ME) and the photoelectron absorption, respectively, and
12

nA is the density of ME atoms in the absorber. The ratio

TJcEMS _

1

---

TJT
shows that CEMS
sections

is

(aPh ~a 0 ),

favourable
for

fairly

for

small photoelectron cross

large

conversion

coefficients

(a~l)

and ,especially , for small concentration of ME atoms nA
as in our case for thin films and thin multilayers. It has been
shown [REF 3] that 57 Fe is the most sensitive isotope for CEMS.
Essentially
which

is

CEMS

stored

in

and TMS provide the
the

energy

spectrum.

same
This

information,
information

concerns transitions between the different energy states of the
ME nucleus, which are caused by the (electro-) magnetic field
at the location of the atoms (see next section) . Since the
electrons, emitted with a kinetic energy up to
7. 3 keV for
primary electrons, lose kinetic energy due to scattering, CEMS
is a

'surface'

sensitive technique.

The escape depth of the

electrons is in the order of 100 nm.
The fact that the conversion electrons lose kinetic energy
can be used to perform depth selective CEMS

(DCEMS)

with a

energy sensitive detectors and discriminators [REF 4]. But also
integral CEMS (ICEMS), where all electrons are registered
without energy discrimination (as described in this report) ,
can be used for depth selective measurements. This can be
achieved by inserting a thin
57Fe

(2-3 monolayers)

at a certain position in a film of

13

56

probe layer of

Fe [REF 5].

2.2 attributes to the energy spectrum.

As mentioned before, all information can be derived from
the ME spectrum: isomer shift, quadrupole splitting, hyperfine
(hf) field, line widths, relative line intensities and total ME
intensity (figure 2.5, ME iron).
Isomer
shift

Quadrupole
splitting

Magnetic
splitting
m = +S/2

m=±:S/2

+1/2

1=3/2

Ea-,---

-1/2

-S/2

-1/2

E,

I=l/2
~l/2

Source

+1/2

Absorber

figure 2. 5 Graphical survey of the
different attributes to the energy
spectrum.
Due to the isomer shift,

the whole spectrum shifts.

The

isomer shift is caused by the difference in ground state energy
of the source and the absorber nuclei and is proportional to
the s-electron density

at the nucleus.

The nuclei interact

with their neighbours, mainly through the surrounding electrons.
The quadrupole splitting is proportional .to the electric
field

gradient acting on the quadrupole moment,

which

is

a

measure for the deviation from the spherical symmetry of the
nucleus. This will result in a splitting of the energy peak of
iron into two peaks. Most of the times the quadrupole splitting
is not present or negligible.
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The most important feature of the spectrum is the splitting caused by magnetic hyperfine interactions.

When a

local

magnetic field H is present at the location of the nucleus, the
energy level of the nucleus splits up into energy (sub) levels
Em with energies:

where

gn

is

the

nuclear

Lande

factor,

µ.n

the

nuclear

Bohr

magneton and m1 the spin quantum number of the nucleus with
spin I. So the energy difference between two adjacent peaks is
gnµnH. Transitions between these energy levels are only allowed

1 o, ±1. For iron ME atoms this results in six lines.
Also information can be gained from the relative intensities of the transition peaks [REF 6). The relative intensities
of the transitions are given in table 2.1.
if

~m =

transition
m11

-+

± 1/2
± 1/2

~m1

sities

m12

± 3/2
-+ ± 1/2
+ 1/2 -+ ± 1/2
-+

Relative Int en-

± 1
0

±

1

3/4 (l+cos 2 Om>

sin2 om
1/4 (l+cos 2 Om)

table 2.1
The angle Om is the angle between the magnetic field at
the

positions of

the

atom and the propagation direction

of

incident gamma quant. The second and the fifth peak vary with
respect to the other peaks from 3: O: 1 (Om =0°) to 3: 4: 1 (Om
=90°). Note that the total of the intensities is not depending
on the angle Om. At room temperature the magnetisation can be
oriented in arbitrary directions. The integral over all angles

om provides the relative intensities of 3:2:1.
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3

Experimental setup.

In this chapter the experimental setup will be discussed.
First a general view on the experimental setup will be given in
section 3.1 and then the separate parts of the apparatus will
be treated in separate sections.
3.1 introduction.
The new experimental setup has to comply to the following
demands, concerning the measurement conditions (section 3. 5)

[REF 1]:

*

The

sample must

be rotatable,

since there

is

a

angular dependence of the photon absorption.

*

Measurements at temperatures between room temperature

and 30 Kelvin must be possible.

*

A magnetic field up to 1 Tesla must be appliable.

A schematic survey of the experimental setup is shown in
figure

3 . 1.

transducer,
loud

The

source

is

mounted

on

the

transducer.

controlled by the Mossbauer Driver,

speaker.

The

actual velocity of

the

The

works like a

transducer

can be

measured.
The channeltron detectors need a high vacuum to operate.
The gamma ray enter the vacuum through a beryllium window. The
channeltron detectors, which are placed out of the path of the
gamma rays, are pointed towards the sample. A high voltage is
applied on the detectors, which can be set on a offset voltage.
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PhyDAS

clock
generator

preset
scaler

main
amplifier

single
channel
analyzer

IMS
IOS

MCS

DAC

count
rate
meter

velocity
range
selector

HY-supply

-11-+____,

velocity
controller

resistor

transducer

collimator

graphic
display
controller

[~ l

An electron that reaches one of the detectors, which are
connected parallel, causes a small drop of the high voltage.
The signal is first amplified and shaped in the preamplifier
and then

amplified and shaped as a Gaussian puls by the main

amplifier.

The

amplified

signal

goes

into

a

single

channel

analyser, which separates the electronic noise from the actual
signal.
The new Integrated Multiscaler Signal generator (IMS)
device (see section 3.6.2), which replaces a multichannel
scaler and a function generator, counts the pulses as a function of the velocity.

The IMS

is triggered externally by a

Preset scaler (PSC). At every trigger the IMS sets a new value
for the velocity and starts counting pulses.

The pulses are

added to the number in the memory place for that corresponding
value. The frequency of trigger pulses from the PSC determines
the frequency of the movement of the source.
The signal for the velocity is amplified in the velocity
range selector by a
Output

System) .

factor,

which

is

set by an

IOS

(Input

The velocity controller or Mossbauer

Driver

converts this signal for the transducer,

which converts this

signal into velocity.
The velocity as
a
function
of
the
time is shown in figure 3. 2.

The velocity

increases
creases

and
linear

The

are

total

time

dein

time. The counts at a
certain velocity are
stored in the corresponding memory channel. In reality 8192
channels

velocity

used.
surf ace

61234561

channel
number

figure 3. 2 Principal of a constant acceleration spectrometer. Here a set-up
with only six memory channels are
shown. In practice much more channels
are used, e.g. 8192.
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under the graph during one period is equal to the total movement of the source:

o.

The velocity starts and ends at

o

(mm/s)

to keep the source at its place while not measuring.
The source describes a double parabolic movement. Since
the number of gamma quants reaching the sample is depending on
the source - sample (and collimator) distance, this influences
the spectrum. For usual amplitudes the relation between the
distance and the count rate

is approximately linear,

so the

number of counts during one period (the unfolded spectrum) also
shows two parabolas.

When the

(unfolded)

spectrum is folded,

the parabolas annihilated each other. This folded spectrum
shows the number of counts as function of the velocity.
The PhyDAS

(Physics Data Acquisition System,

chapter 4)

computer controls all the devices, which are connected to it as
shown in figure 3.1. The computer processes the data, gathered
by the IMS,
controller

and displays it by means of the graphic display
on

a

monitor.

A PC

computer and serves as a terminal.

19

is

connected

to

the

PhyDAS

3.2 Detectors.

In order to have a rotatable sample holder, channel tron
detectors were chosen. These detectors are mounted in such a
way that they rotate along with the sample (figure 3.3). The
sample is tightened to the sample holder with springs and is
situated on the axis of rotation. The sample holder is thermally insulated.
Gas flow detectors

[REF 7],

which are widely used for

CEMS because of their efficiency, are less suitable for rotation and not suitable for low temperatures. A disadvantage of
the channeltron detectors is that their efficiency is smaller
than the efficiency of the gasflow detectors, caused by the
fact that they have a
smaller solid angle, in
which the electrons are
detected.
By applying a high
voltage (3000 V) on the
channeltron detectors, electrons
ions and xrays reaching the detectors
of

cause

an

electrons.

avalanche
The detec-

tors are fast (1 ns) but
hardly energy sensitive.
For the detectors
a
high vacuum of at least
10- 6 mbar is required [REF
8]. This CEMS setup for
low temperatures is more
complicated than

a

stan-

dard TMS setup, since it
requires a high vacuum.
figure 3. 3 A picture of the detectors and the sample holder.
20

3.3 vacuum system.

The vacuum system, shown in figure 3.4, is one of the main
parts of the new experimental setup. The vacuum system is
designed by R. van Kempen [REF 1].
In the vacuum system a

'cold trap'

is included.

On the

cold trap, filled with liquid nitrogen , the molecules in the
vacuum freeze. So a higher and cleaner vacuum is acquired. The
lowest pressure of the ultra high vacuum system is 5 10- 9 mbar.

liquid
nitrogen
vessel

coldtra

UHV chambe

down-to-air
valve

[

beryllium

nitrogen level
controller

window

diffusion
pump
power switch
nttrogen (g)

sensor
backing valv

I

roughing
valve

220VAC

rotary
pump

figure 3.4 Schematic diagram of the UHV system. The sample and
the detectors are placed in the narrow part of the chamber,
near the Be-windows.

The

nitrogen

nitrogen probe.

level

in

the

cold

trap

is

checked

by

a

The nitrogen level control unit controls the

electrical valve and automatically fills the cold trap if
necessary. When totally filled (75 l} the liquid nitrogen
vessel can supply nitrogen for six days. The nitrogen out tube
is continuously heated to prevent ice formation.
When the nitrogen level (for whatever reason) is too low,

21

the diffusion pump is switched off to prevent pollution of the
vacuum system. The water cooled diffusion pump is also switched
of when the temperature of the pump is too high.
The cold trap and the diffusion pump can be isolated with
a valve from the vacuum part, where the actual measurements
take place. In this way the diffusion pump (and the backing
pump) can still be operational while changing the sample.
Before changing the sample, the ultra high vacuum (UHV) chamber
is first filled with nitrogen gas to prevent pollution of the
chamber. After changing the sample, the vacuum system reaches a
pressure of 10- 6 mbar in about one hour.
At a pressure above 10- 6 mbar, the high voltage of the
detectors is automatically switched off to prevent damage to
the detectors. No measurements can be performed above this
pressure.
The three pressure sensors, employed in the vacuum system,
are connected to one control unit.

The control unit displays

one of the pressures and can set triggers at adjustable pressures. The first Pirani gauge is installed to measure the
roughing (the pre-vacuum of the UHV chamber). The second Pirani
gauge is connected to the backing of the diffusion pump. The
penning gauge measures the pressure in the Ultra High Vacuum
(UHV)

chamber. To prevent pollution of the penning gauge,

its

high voltage must be switched off manually at about 10- 6 mbar.
In the extension of the direction
source Beryllium windows are placed to
good passage into the vacuum chamber.
mounted in such a way that they can not
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of the movement of the
give the gamma rays a
The toxic windows are
be touched.

3.4 source and collimators
The source is a
57co

commercially available

57

Co source.

atoms are placed separately in a Rhodium matrix.

The

In this

way the electric and magnetic fields at the position of the
decaying atoms are negligible. The source had an activity of
about 2 GBq in January 1995. The half-life time is 270 days.
The decay schedule of the source is given in figure 3.5.
- - - - . . - - - Ti;z=270d

EC

(99.84%)

23 _...,.....__,_ _ _

14.4
keV
(9'7.'7m)

2i _,..&.-._..__7in
__

0

- - - . - - - - - 14.4 keV

~
(9'7.'7m)
_ __._.___ _ _ 0

57Fe

Absorber

Source

figure 3.5 Nuclear level scheme of

Fe.

All gamma rays are low energetic (< MeV) and are stopped
by means of the photo-electric effect. This causes a background
signal, since undesired electrons reach the detectors .

Ie; -K 7.3keV (81%) I
e

-

e;-III. 5.4keV '

x-K17.0 keV (3%}
!. .

-DO( '~

;

('4%)
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............
K

figure 3 . 6 Decay channels
nuclear state of Fe.
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of

L

the

ll

14. 4

keV

excited

A 57Fe atom with a nuclear spin of 3 / 2 can decay in several ways, as shown in figure 3.6. The 14.4 keV excited nuclear
state of Fe decays by [ref 9]: (i) emission of a 14.4 keV gamma
quantum or (ii) a conversion electron. The latter process is
followed by the emission of various Auger electrons and x-rays.
In most of the cases (81%)

the atom decays by emission a 7.3

keV K conversion electron.
Also other Mossbauer isotopes can be used,

but

57

Fe has

the best applications. An example of another Mossbauer isotope
is
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sn.
The effective diameter of the source is 6 mm. The source,

mounted on the transducer, is shielded by 20 mm lead, with an
aperture with a 20 mm diameter towards the sample.
Since the radiation is only desired at the sample, collimators are used.

It has been shown that the quality of the

spectrum can be enhanced drastically by good collimation (ref
10] •

Four
lead collimators
with different sized apertures have been made to fit
in the aperture in front of
the
have

source.

The

collimators

thicknesses

of

20

mm,

equivalent to a decrease of

Source

(

the

radiation by a factor
500. Apertures between 2 mm
and 4 mm can be chosen for
different sizes of the samples.
The

total

)

Collimator

Sample

intensity on

the sample decreases due to
the usage of the collimator
(see figure 3.7), but the
variation on the angle of
incidence also decreases, so

figure 3. 7 Illustration of the
geometry, concerning the collimators,
for
different
source
positions. The dotted lines represent hindered paths of the
gamma rays.
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the Doppler shift is better defined.
The uncertainty of the velocity due to the uncertainty of
the angle is referred to as 'cosine smearing'
maximum

angle

of

5°

and

1024

channels,

[REF 11). With a

the

size

of

the

uncertainty of the velocity is about the velocity resolution of
one channel at velocities ~ 0. 8 vmaximum•
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3.5 measurement conditions.

In the design of the CEMS apparatus by R. van Kempen, the
magnet,

the rotatable sample holder and the concept for the

cryogenic system were included. The insert of cryogenic system
had yet to be designed and build. Also the control of the
of the sample had to be
magnet and steering of the angle
automated. The test results are given in chapter 5.
Angle of incidence.

At the top of the vacuum chamber a stepmotor is connected
to the axis of the sample holder. The axis of the insert is
centred by a bearing at the bottom of the vacuum chamber. When
the stepmotor is switched off, the angle can be adjusted
manually without opening the vacuum chamber.
The stepmotor interface is controlled by the PhyDAS. The
signal of the stepmotor interface goes to the stepmotor controller / power supply, which steers the stepmotor. The stepmotor is hardly used, since one measurement can last for days.
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3.5.1 magnetic field.

The
chamber

design
was

of

adapted

the

vacuum

to

magnet

UHVchamber

pole tip

(see figure 3.8).
The magnet can produce magnetic fields up to 1 Tesla at a
pole distance of 60 mm. When
large currents are used (>5 A) I
water cooling is needed. Since
the electrons are deflected by
the magnetic field, it is harder

Be window

power supply

coil

DAC

to detect conversion electrons at
figure 3.8 Magnet

high magnetic fields.

The commercially bought power supply can provide currents
up to 25 A at 120 V (see section 5.1). A voltage, given to the
power supply by an ADC, sets the current for the magnet. The
DAC is controlled by the PhyDAS. To prevent damage, the voltage
for the power supply slowly approaches the voltage set by the
DAC due to a large Resistor Capacity time build in the cable
between the DAC and the power supply.
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3.5.2 cryogenics.

When R. van Kempen designed the vacuum system of the CEMS
apparatus, the concept for cryogenics was also devised. Some
space and a flange on top of the vacuum chamber were left for
the insert part of the cryogenics. The electronics for the
temperature regulation and the temperature sensors were already
present. The design of the 'cold finger', the heat exchanger in
the vacuum chamber, was one of the major parts of the graduation project.
The demands for the heat exchanger were:
- The heat exchanger must be able to keep the sample at
stable temperatures down to about 30 Kelvin.
- No vibrations may be transferred to the sample holder.
- The heat exchanger may not have a negative influence on
the vacuum.
-

The cryogenic system must be operational at the same

time as the rest of the apparatus.
A complicating factor was the very limited space for the
heat exchanger in the vacuum chamber, due to the dimensions of
the magnet. The heat exchanger should not touch the vacuum
chamber or the rotatable axis and sample holder. The horizontal
sizes of the heat exchanger are limited to less than just 20
mm. Also the positioning of the heat exchanger had to be very
accurate.
The idea to achieve low sample temperatures is to cool the
sample holder down by means of a 'cold finger'. The aluminium
sample holder is thermally isolated from the stainless steel
axis by KeLF spacers. In the 'cold finger', which is attached
to the aluminium sample holder by a copper wire, liquid helium
expands and thus cool·s the heat exchanger.
Some simple considerations show that the heat transfer to
the sample holder by heat radiation is small compared to the
heat transfer via the stainless steel axis. When the loss of
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cold of the sample holder is equal to the cold transfer by the
copper wire, the minimum temperature of the sample (holder) is
reached. The minimum temperature was estimated to be 20 Kelvin.
To keep

the sample at

a

stable temperature,

the helium

flow can be regulated by an electric needle valve and the heat
exchanger can be heated by a heater wire (see figure 3.9).
electrical
needle

pump

<==:i
heater

Pl controller

programmable

instrumentation

~~
ios

r

figure 3.9 A schematic diagram of the cryogenic
system. A heater is placed inside the heat exchanger.
The liquid helium is pumped out of a vessel through the
heat exchanger into the helium recycle system of the department
of physics. The revised Leybold electronic regulation device
controls

the

valve

and

the

heater.

The

device

works

as

a

Proportional Integrator (PI): the larger the deviation from the
wanted value the more radical the steering

(heating or cool-

ing).
The desired voltage over the platinum temperature sensor
is set by a DAC. The difference between the set voltage and the
voltage over the sensor is amplified and the sensitivity of the
regulation can be adjusted by the programmable amplifier. The
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'sensitivity' is set by an IOS on the PhyDAS.
In figure 3 .10 a
technical drawing of
the heart of the heat
exchanger
is
shown.
The

helium

thickness

04,6
1,2: 2,4
., ..

of

~I

',

flows

through the wire edge
of a copper screw and
returns back through
the
heart
of
the
screw. The tubes were
one of the smallest
available tubes with
a

016

IO

..

:ir
'

I~

04,6 :
2,4
'
~

:

·,
''

0.8

for
necessary
mm.,
solderings. The tolerances are confined
by the technical lim-

DOORSNEDE A-A
CRYOSCHROEF
0

10

0

CC

its.
The screw slides
into
(see

a

copper
figure

block
3.11).

The block ( l} is attached to the screw
(2) with eight 2 mm.
screws
(l 5 ),
which

figure 3.10 A technical drawing of a
section of the heart of the heat exchanger.

are sunk down to be
able
to
withstand
bigger forces. An indium ring is squeezed between the 'screw'
and the 'screw house' to make the connection vacuum tight.

A one meter long heater manganin thread with a diameter of
0.2 mm is wrapped on the screw (2). The length of the screw is
also confined by the length of the thread. It has a resistance
of 58 Ohms and it can deliver an estimated maximum power of
about 3 Watt. The thread goes through the retour pipe out of
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the cryogenic system.
In

figure

side view
exchanger

3.11

a

of the heat
is
shown.

Wall of the
vacuum · "'chamber

Total sizes of the heat
exchanger are: horizondiameter
16
mm
tal
length: 77 mm.
heat
The
whole
exchanger made of copper and is gilt to preThe

oxidation.

vent

Axis of the
sample holder

the
top of the picture) are
separated for more stability.
The heat exchanger is situated as
close as possible to
pipes

the

( ( 5) , ( 14)

sample

height

at

holder.

alignment

determined
by
the
of
height
detector holder.

77

Part of the
detector holder.

The
Rhodium Iron
Temperature sensor

is
the

----- Heat conduction wire

upper

The
bottom
part figure 3 .11 /A technical composition
drawing of the heat exchanger. The
of the heat ex- numbers indicate different parts.
( 1}
changer is shaped as a
block to be able to attach clamps

( 3)

for the threads of a

rhodium iron temperature sensor, mainly meant for test purposes. The resistance of the rhodium iron temperature sensor
decreases almost linear with the temperature from room temperatures to 30 degrees Kelvin. The temperature range, the small
dimensions of the rhodium iron sensor (diameter 3 mm, length 8
mm) and the fact that is suitable for vacuum, were the reasons
to purchase this sensor.
The temperature of the threads of the sensor influence the
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value of the resistance of the sensor. The copper clamps should
keep the threads at the heat exchanger temperature. The resistance is measured with four wires in order to exclude the
influence of the threads. The temperature sensor itself is
situated at the bottom of the heat exchanger, as close as
possible to the copper heat conduction wire.
The conduction wire is soldered into a block (4), which is
attached to the heat exchanger with screws (16). If for any
reason the conduction wire is not satisfying, it is easy to
replace it. The conduction wire consists of flexible small
threads, has a section of 4 mm 2 and is
isolated with a sock.
Vacuum grease is implied at the wire to
improve
the
conduc-

SIPHON

1'

1'

i
vacuum
chamber

tion.
3.12
figure
In
the
stainless steel
helium insert pipe is
displayed.
Liquid
inserted
is
helium
through
a
siphon,
which
isolates
the
helium with a vacuum,
into a pipe with an
internal diameter of
11 mm (10). The siphon goes through a
Swagelock (9, 18) vaccoupling.
uum tight
The liquid helium is
inserted into a thin
stainless
walled
pipe
(7)
to
steel

I

...

---

--

N
0
IO

89,5±0,1

1. - - -·-·- -- - - -

'! '
--- - --- - - '!

·····--oi
r'

0
N
r

0----0·--+-

~--~L--~~~~____y

figure 3.12 A technical composition
drawing of the insert pipe. The numbers
indicate separate parts.
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minimalise the loss of coldness.
The thin walled pipe (7) is strengthened at the bottom
(20) and at the top (8). At the top the pipe is squeezed by the
swagelock coupling. At the bottom the strengthening is needed
to be able to weld the pipe to the pipe (5) of the heat exchanger. The parts of the cryogenic system are welded as much
as possible,

because weldings don't have a negative influence

on the vacuum.
The retour pipe consists of less parts than the insert
pipe and has a smaller diameter. There is no thin walled pipe
implied in the retour pipe. The retour pipe is also connected
with a swagelock, but at a different height in order to fit
through the top flange.
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3.6 Electronics.

The

purpose

of

most

section 3.1 (figure 3.1),

of

electronics,

as

described

in

is obvious. Some of the electronics

though have to be further explained.
A part of the graduation project also involved electronics. Some electronics had to be adjusted, tested or build. The
electronics, in the sections following 3.6, are constructed or
tested by the author. Most of the electronics described in this
section are designed and constructed or edited by R. van
Kempen.
Velocity range selector.

This device amplifies the velocity signal from the IMS.
The velocity range can be selected by an Input Output System
(IOS). The velocity range with a value of 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32,
64 or 128 mm/s, is indicated with a LED.
High voltage security unit.

The high voltage security unit checks the pressure and the
value of the high voltage. It gives an inhibit signal to the
high voltage power supply if the pressure is higher than 1 106 mbar or if the high voltage is above 4 kV. The status of the
vacuum and the status of the power supply are indicated by
LED's. If an error has occurred, the HV security unit and the
power supply must be reset to be able to apply a high voltage.
Vacuum control unit.

The vacuum control unit controls the nitrogen level in the
cold trap, has a temperature control unit for the diffusion
pump and supplies the power for a heater.
The nitrogen probe, which measures nitrogen level in the
cold

trap,

is

a

temperature

sensitive
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resistance.

When the

nitrogen level (read: the value of the resistance nitrogen
probe) is 'low', the nitrogen level controller opens a valve,
fit for low temperatures, until the level is 'high'. The valve
can be operated manually.
The temperature control unit also checks out the temperature

sensor

of

the

diffusion

pump

temperature sensor of the magnet).

(and

if

installed,

the

If for instance the water

cooling falls out and the diffusion pump gets overheated it is
switched off. To prevent overheating a flow meter for the water
cooling can be implied.
On the vacuum control unit, the power switch for a heater
thread

is

placed.

To

achieve

a

better

vacuum,

the

vacuum

chamber can be heated. The exit pipe of the nitrogen is constantly heated by another heater to prevent ice formation.
temperature control unit.

This device consists of three units: the temperature
controller for temperature sensor 1 (platinum) in the sample
holder (as shown in figure 3. 9) ,
the measurement unit for
temperature sensor 2 (rhodium iron) in the heat exchanger and a
display unit for the dissipated power of the heater inside the
cold finger.
The resistances of the temperature sensors are shown on
displays and can be read by Analog to Digital Converters
(ADC's). For optimal usage of the 12 bit ADC's the amplification of the voltage over the sensors is adjusted to use the
full scale of the ADC's (0 .• 10 Volt).
The same consideration is practised on the voltage set by
the Digital to Analog Converters

(DAC's).

The voltage set by

the DAC in figure 3. 9 represents the desired voltage over
temperature sensor 1. The voltage indicated in figure 3. 9 by
'10 V' is set by a DAC, represents the current in mA through
the sensor. If the temperature control unit is set on manual,
the current is set on 10
can be set manually.

mA

and the desired value of sensor 1
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The sensitivity of the temperature controller is set by an
Input Output System (IOS). The possible values are 1, 2, 4, 8,
16, 32, 64 and 128, each indicated with a LED.
Leybold electrical regulator.

The purchased electrical regulator is edited for the CEMS
apparatus. The setpoint of sensor 1 (indicated as 'Sollwert')
is displayed on this device. The aperture of the electrical
needle valve, displayed on the regulator, and the power of the
heater are controlled by the regulator and can be set manually.
Canberra Multi Channel Analyser (MCA).

A MCA was the former device for the actual measurements.
It is replaced by the more sophisticated Integral Multiscaler
signal generator (IMS, section 3.6.2), because it is not
friendly to use, less accurate than the IMS and mainly because
it requires the PhyDAS processor to operate the DAC.
For

Mossbauer

multiscaler mode.

measurements

the

MCA

is

used

in

the

It is triggered by a preset scaler simulta-

neously with the DAC.

During the period between two triggers

the MCA counts the pulses and adds them to one of the 1024
memory 'channels' . The measurement is shown directly on a
display and can be transmitted to the PhyDAS through a serial
port.
The MCA can also be used in the Puls Height Analysis (PHA)
mode. In this mode the MCA displays the number of pulses as a
function of the puls height in a scale form o to 8 Volt. This
is useful to check the signal from the detectors (through the
amplifiers) and to set the discriminator level of the single
channel analyser.
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3.6.1. Channeltron Entrance Voltage (CEV) device.

In order to increase the count rate,
between

a variable voltage

o and 60 Volt can be applied at the entrance of the

channeltrons.
A resistor between the detectors and earth divides the
high voltage between the detectors and the resistor. To keep
the same voltage over the detectors the high voltage must also
be adjusted, when a voltage at the entrance of the detectors is
applied.
A problem by designing the CEV was the high resistance of
the detectors: 5 108 Ohm. Since there was no variable resistor
available with values up to 10 7 Ohm, several high resistors and
one variable resistor are implied to achieve all desired
voltages (see appendix 8.2).
The CEV can be measured by holding the measure button. In
this way the CEV is only influenced while it is measured. Since
the measuring of voltages over high resistances is not ideal,
correction

resistances

are

implied.

The

total

error

while

measuring the CEV has a maximum of 2%.

3.6.2. Integrated Multiscaler signal generator (IMS).

The Integrated Multiscaler/Signal generator

(IMS}

is the

device, which actually performs the measurements. The IMS was
designed for and in deliberation with the CEMS project by the
Physical & Technical Laboratory Automation Group. The IMS is
related to the Fast Signal Recorder used by the NMR project in
the group Cooperative Phenomena.
The IMS is a PhyDAS interface that combines the function
of a multiscaler and an analog signal generator; both functions
are synchronised by one external clock. The mayor advantage of
the

IMS

is

that

it

is

an

independent
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measuring

interface,

contrary

to

the previous measuring method,

which

constantly

required processor time to set next value for the DAC immediately after each trigger for the MCA and the DAC.
The Multiscaler section counts the digital pulses during a
specified period of time T. This period T is divided into a
number of equally sized time intervals N, each of length T/N
(also called the channel time Tchannel or
a time slot). The
number of pulses corresponding to each channel is counted and
stored in a static onboard memory. Up to 8192 channels can be
used (see appendix 8.3).
The dual output analog signal generator generates a
bipolar analog signal to control one or more external devices.
Each analog output section consists of a 16-bi t DAC and a
static 8 k-word memory containing the data to be converted. The
16-bit memory data of one of the sections are also directly
available in binary form (parallel out in figure 3.13).
figure
3.13
In
the data storage mode
used for measurement with the IMS, is

MEMORY
COUNTER A
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WORD

0
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1
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3
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OUT1

15
PARALLEL
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figure 3.12 The data storage mode
the IMS used for CEMS.

of

tor.
The IMS has three input connectors: Tchannel in, signal in
and start trigger in. The first is connected to the Preset
scaler (PSC), the second is connected to the TTL signal from
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the single channel analyser, the last, necessary to start the
IMS for a given number of periods,

is connected to a

clock

pulse generator.
The IMS was first installed in April 1995. Since then the
IMS is tested extensively by the Laboratory automation group
and by the author. Small failures
time)

(in for example the channel

could deliver 'false measurements'. No failures of this

kind have appeared.
Some other small failures have been found and removed. The
IMS is now working without any significant problems.
It is not possible to acquire the result of a measurement
from the IMS and measure at the same time. The measurement and
the,transducer have to be stopped for a small time period. In
order to prevent errors, due to starting errors of the transducer, a signal inhibit device is designed and constructed.

3.6.3. Signal Inhibit device.

The

signal

inhibit

device

inhibits

the

digital

signal

pulses from the detectors to the IMS during the first cycle
(period T)

of the IMS.

If desired also other devices can be

connected to the signal inhibit device. For instance; the valve
of the nitrogen level can produce electronic noise.
The signal inhibit is set at the beginning of each measurement by a DAC. If the signal inhibit is set no signal will
reach the IMS and this will be indicated by a LED. The signal
inhibit works as a logical 'AND' (see appendix 8.2).
The

signal

beginning of

the

inhibit

has

to

second cycle.

be

set

off

exactly

at

the

For this purpose the binary

output of one of the memory sections for the DAC's of the IMS,
is used.
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4 Software.

In this
described.

chapter the software for the CEMS apparatus

is

Much time is spend to the software and it will be

described quite extensively.
4.1 Introduction.

The automation of the CEMS project is based on the Physics
Qata ~cquisition §ystem {PhyDAS) [REF 12]. This is a computer
system developed by and for the department of Physics. EPEP
(Eindhoven

Program

Editor

programming language,
BASIC

interpreter

and

Processor,

[REF

13])

which belongs to the PhyDAS.

related

to

PASCAL.

The

is

the

EPEP is a

software

for

CEMS

written in EPEP is saved on a Local Area Network (PhyLAN)

in a

directory. Every user has his own directory; in our case it is
called 'MSD:'
The

(see appendix 8.4).

PhyDAS

is

especially

suitable

for

real

time

data

acquisition. An other advantage is that all knowledge about the
automation
setup)

(like

the

knowledge

of

the

rest

of

experimental

is present in the department of physics. The service is

fast and accurate, but the delivery-time is nothing to be proud
of.
For communication with the PhyDAS a PC is used as a
terminal. The program used for terminal emulation is VTERM (see
appendix 8.4).
demands.

The

goal

of

the

automation

is

the

create

a

complete

software package for the CEMS apparatus. The PhyDAS software
for the CEMS apparatus has to reply to the following demands:
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The software must be able to perform measurements;
operating the IMS, measure the temperature sensors.
- The software must be able to operate the magnet, the
temperature regulation and the orientation of the sample.
- The software has to be able to process and display the
measurements.
- The software must be able to transfer data; save data to
the Phy LAN,

to the PC,

save data for SIRIUS,

load data

from the PhyLAN.
- The software must be 'multitasking'; measure and perform
other functions simultaneously.
The program has also to reply to the self-evident demands
for software: user friendly and faultless.

The program had to

have a prescribed menu structure. Since a CEMS measurement can
take up to weeks, the CEMS program must be absolutely stable.
PhyDAS devices.

In
devices

order
are

to

automate

installed

the

CEMS

project,

in the PhyDAS

(besides

the

following

some essential

devices for the PhyDAS and PhyLAN):
- a 12 bit, 8 channel Analog to Digital Converter (ADC).
- a (0.5 Hz - 20 MHz) clock pulse generator.
- a 12 bit, 8 channel Digital to Analog Converter (DAC).
- a Graphic Display Controller (GDC) connected to a separate monitor.
- an Integrated Multiscaler/Signal generator (IMS).
- an Input Output system (!OS).
- a dual Preset scaler {PSC).
- a RS-232 interface (external communication port).
- a stepmotor controller interface.
The purposes of these devices are already described

in

section 3.1, but they will be further explained in the following sections.

The

software

for
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communication with

a

few

of

these devices is described in section 4.2. (Communication with
the PhyDAS devices). The software for the GDC is described in
section 4.3.
Section 4.4 deals with the menu library for the
CEMS

program.

In

section 4. 5 the possibilities

of

the

CEMS

program, which combines the software in the previous sections,
will

be discussed.

In section 4. 6 the

program for the PC will be described.
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Sirius Mossbauer

fit

4.2. communication with the PhyDAS devices.

The communication with the ADC, the DAC, the IOS, the PSC
and the stepmotor
PhyLAN;

interface

is put

into one

library on the

'MSD:CEMSDAC.MSC'. Also some procedures for

(the data

from) the IMS are put in this library.
The ADC is used for reading the two values of the temperature sensors and to read the current of the power supply for
the magnet. The DAC is used to set the voltages for the temperature controller, the value of the current through the magnet
and to reset the Inhibit Signal Device.
The IOS is used to set the values of the sensitivity for
the temperature regulation and the velocity range of the Mossbauer driver. The PSC is used to divide the frequency delivered
by the

clock pulse generator,

channel time to the IMS.

in order to give the desired

The stepmotor is controlled by the

stepmotor interface.
In

'cemsdac.msc'

a

few procedures are declared.

Most of

the names of the procedures will explain their functions.
names of the procedures will be mentioned here.
communication procedures:
- set_volt(channel, voltage)
Sets a voltage on a channel of the DAC.
- qet_volt(channel): voltage
Reads a voltage on a channel of the ADC.
- set_vel_sens(velocity, sensitivity)
Uses the IOS to set the velocity and the sensitivity.
- set_freq(frequency for the IMS)
Uses the PSC to generate pulses with a frequency.
processing procedures:
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The

- volt_to_temp2(voltage of sensor 2): temperature 2
Converts the voltage of sensor 2 to its temperature.
- triangle(waveshape*)
Fills the array waveshape with a triangle (figure 3.2)
- sine(waveshape*)
Fills the array waveshape with a sine.

*

waveshape

is

the

array

containing

the

data

for

the

memory of the DAC of the IMS.
- shift_data(cemsdata)
This procedure is used to correct for the shift of the
velocities, which is implied in order to start and end at
zero velocity (see section 3.1).
- compress(big data array into, small data array)
Places the sum of x values of a big array in every place
of an array, which is x times as small as the big array.
- fold_data(CEMSdata, folded data)
Folds the 8192 data from the IMS and puts them in an array
with 4096 data places (section 3.1).
- add_arrays(arrayl to be added to, array2)
Adds the data from array 1 to the data from array 2 and
stores them in array2.
Like the
demo mode.

other CEMS

libraries,

this

library contains

If the boolean demo is set to 'true'

described procedures are tested.
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a

some of the

4.3 Graphical display.

This library,
named 'msd:cemsplot.msd',
contains all
graphical procedures for the CEMS program. The library uses an
other library, written for the GDC; msd:nmrgrscr.msc [ref 14].
The CEMS program uses two kinds of graphs:

One for the

CEMS spectra and one for the temperature as a function of the
time.
The CEMS spectra show the {folded) channel contents and
consist out of 512 points, the maximum resolution of the GDC.
For the unfolded, folded, (folded) Fourier transformed and
{folded) smoothed spectra the procedure CEMSPLOT is used.
The graph is scaled in such a way that the total screen is
used. The minimum and the maximum values are indicated at the
bottom and the top frame lines respectively. Three colours can
be used.
The more complicated temperature graph, only used when the
temperature measuring is on, is updated at certain time periods. At a set time period the temperature sensors are read. If
the time,

represented by one dot,

has passed,

a new point is

plotted by the procedure PLOTNEXT. If the temperature graph has
reached the last point {nr. 512), the {horizontal) time scale
is multiplied by a factor 2 and the graph is reploted.
The graph is scaled and plotted in a range defined by the
given minimum and maximum. The minimum and the scale in measuring points are indicated at the bottom frame line, the maximum
at the top frame line. Three colours can be implied.
The two main procedures also use some sub procedures.
the

library

'MSD:CEMSPLOT.MSD',

declared:
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In

the following procedures are

- integer2string(integer, length of string, string)
This procedure converts an integer to a string.
- graflijSt (frame COlOUr I yminl ymaxt xmax>
This procedure plots the frame for the

graph

used

by

PLOTNEXT.
- shrink(big data array 1, small data array 2)
This procedure puts the averaged data of a big data array
into a smaller data array. Used by replot.
- replot(data array, number of data to be plotted,
graph colour, Ymin' Ymax>
This procedure resizes the graph if necessary and plots
the graph. Used by PLOTNEXT.
- CEMSPLOT(GDC_adres, graph colour, frame colour,
CEMSdata)
- PLOTNEXT(x value, temperature data, graph colour
frame COlOUr I

Yminl

This library has a demo mode,

which can be activated by

setting the boolean 'demo2' to 'true'.
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Ymax>

4.4 MENU.

The control of the program has to be user friendly.

The

idea was to create a menu using a cursor to select. The basis
for the menu in the form of procedures is stored in the file:
'msd:cemsmen2.msc'.

The

library

uses

an

already

existing

library, containing procedures for the terminal program VTERM:
'msd:vtlib.msc'.
The main procedure for the menu structure is SELECT OPTIE.
This

procedure

'cursor up'

checks

the

input

from

the

keyboard.

or 'cursor down' key is pressed,

If

the

the menu cursor

indicated by a white arrow, moves to the next option according
to the selected direction.

If the 'enter' key is pressed the

boolean SELECT OPTIE becomes 'true' and the selected option
number is returned in a given variable.
An array, containing the positions of the options, must be
given. The main program (CEMSPROG) itself must print the text
of the options and act according to the selected option.
The library contains three editing procedures; WIJZIG_I,
WIJZIG TEXT and TOGGLE. WIJZIG I is used to edit integer values
(angle, temperature, etc.). WIJZIG_I edits a positive integer
at a given position, with a given length. If only the 'enter'
key is pressed the old value is conserved, else the value of
the given integer is changed to the typed value.
The

procedure

information,

etc.)

WIJZIG TEXT
printed

in

editing works like editing in a

edits
a(n)

a

text

(sample

(invisible)

'type over' mode.

can be moved by using the cursor
edited, is larger than the window,
read and edited, by moving the
corner or to the left top corner

window.

name,
The

The cursor

keys. If the text, which is
the not printed text can be
cursor to the right bottom
of the window (or line) and

pressing the 'cursor right' or 'cursor left' key respectively.
If the 'enter' key is pressed, the former text is changed by
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the written text.
The procedure TOGGLE selects one of the given options (as
waveshape, velocity and sensitivity range). The procedure
prints the text of the current option. By pressing the spacebar
the text of the next option appears. If the 'enter' key is
pressed, the selected option number is returned to the variable, containing the starting value of the option number.
The library 'CEMSMEN2' contains the following procedures:
- wis(number of characters to be deleted)
Deletes a number of characters after the cursor position.
- wij ziq_i (integer I Yposition' xposition' lengthinteger>
- wijziq_text(text, Ywindow' xwindow' heightwindow' lengthwindow>
- write_pijl
writes an arrow
- select_optie(option positions, option number): boolean
- text red
colour of the text to be printed becomes red.
- write_red(text/number, length of line)
writes a red text/number in a line with a given length.
- toqqle(number of options, option texts, option)
This library has a demo mode, which can be activated by
setting the boolean 'demo2' to 'true'.
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4.5 CEMS program.

The CEMS program is the actual operation program for the
CEMS apparatus. In this section the structure and the possibilities of the program are described.
structure

The

CEMS

program

is

stored as:

procedures

'msd:cemsprg2.msc'

and

uses

six

procedures

from

libraries:
vtlib, nmrgrscr,
cemsdac,
cemsplot,
cemsmen2
and
library
The
nmrechoO.
'nmrechoO' contains proceFourier
for
dures

file exists

> f h
i a
> > 1 n
e d
1
>
i
n
>
g
>

load data

>

meet (measure)

save_dataj

check name
check_pcname

transformations, the other
libraries have been mentioned before. The file
'msd:cemslogo.msc' is used
to plot a CEMS logo on the
PhyDAS monitor.
The
divided

CEMS
into

1--~~~>

clear

tions with a hierarchic
structure. The menu uses
the principle of 'nesting'
to jump from one menu
screen to another. This

c>
[>

[>

( includ-

ing

started.

itself)

is

DATA TRANSFER MENU

>

SHOW SETTINGS MENU
hoofdmenu

>

DISPLAY MENU
EXPERIMENT MENU

defenitions
settings

MAIN~MENU I

means that in a procedure
(read menu) an already declared procedure

J
A

is

sec-

menu<~~-

CHANGE SETTINGS MENU

>

L
program

wrt

END

figure 4.1 Schedule of the structure
of the CEMS program.
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This requires the hierarchic structure shown in figure 4.1.
The actual procedures, written in italic, are declared in
the order from top to bottom.

The arrows indicate a

one way

direction (all from bottom to top), in which a procedure can be
started. A started procedure always returns to the place where
it was started, so it is always possible to return to the main
menu.
The procedure meet contains the software that keeps up the
measurements

and

is

executed

frequently

when measuring.

The

procedure wrt_menu displays the name of the menu in a certain
layout. The procedure hoofdmenu is only used to print the text
of the main menu on the screen.
In the main program all variables, needed by the procedures (mostly cursor positions for the procedure SELECT_OPTIE),
are defined first.

In the section 'settings' variables for the

main program are defined. The default values,

for example the

velocity range, and colours are set here. All variables defined
in

the

sections

'definitions'

and

'settings',

are

global

variables, i. e. can be used by any procedure in the program.
Each menu procedure displays its menu screen and performs
the selected options. The main menu is implied in a loop. The
program is ended by leaving the loop (the main menu) .

possibilities

by

The communication with the PhyDAS through menus is given
the menu structure in figure 4. 2. When going from the

'experiment on menu' to another (except for the 'experiment off
menu'), one can only return to the 'experiment on menu'. This
is indicated by the dotted lines. The menu structure replies to
the demands of the prescribed menu structure.
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main
menu

change
settings

show
settings

display
menu

data-transfer
menu

experiment off
menu

experiment on
menu
•··························

figure 4.2 Menu structure of the CEMS program.

In the 'show settings menu' and 'change settings menu' the
experimental

settings

and

conditions

can

respectively

be

watched or changed. Some examples of the experimental settings
and conditions are: frequency of the transducer, magnetic field
and velocity range.
In the data transfer menu

the

following

file

transfer

2048,

4096 or

actions can be performed:
-

save raw CEMS data to PC in 512,

1024,

8192 channels (standard 1024 for SIRIUS).
- save CEMS data and status of the program to the PhyLAN
server.
- load CEMS data and status of the program from the PhyLAN
server.
- save CEMS data displayed on screen to PC (512 channels).
This can be the

(un)folded data, the Fourier transformed

folded data or the smoothed folded data.
The options in the display menu use the (separate) PhyDAS
monitor.

In

the

display

menu

the

following

actions

can

be

performed:
Show spectrum. The 8192 data channels, containing the
counts as a function of the monotonously in- and decreas-
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ing velocity, are added and displayed as 512 points

(the

channel number on the x axis).
- Show folded spectrum. Displays the counts as a function
of the velocity. The 512 points represent two times the
value the set velocity range. For example: the first point
corresponds with velocity -8 mm/s,

point 512 corresponds

with 8 mm/s (the velocity range).
- Show temperature sensor 1/2. Shows the resistance of the
sensor as a function of the time (see section 4.3).
- Fourier transformation/ smooth (smooth operator). First
the

spectrum is

folded.

Then the scaled Fourier trans-

formed of the folded spectrum is displayed. The graph has
a

symmetry with respect

to the middle

{256

th)

point,

which represents the frequency zero and which is reduced
almost to zero. Now a cursor on the PhyDAS monitor can be
moved through the graph with the cursor keys. The x and y
values of the cursor position are shown on the PC monitor.
By pressing the 'enter' key the y values from O to the x
value < 257 (the high frequencies) will be reduced to zero
and

the

scaled

performed.

inverse

The result,

Fourier
the

transformation

smoothed

folded

will

be

spectrum

is

displayed on the PhyDAS monitor.
The CEMS program has some features to prevent the loss of
data. When a measurement is performed, the CEMS program reads
out the memory of the IMS every 10 minutes and saves the status
and the data to the PhyLAN server ('msd:autosave.msd'). If any
error occurs during data communication,

an error message

is

shown on the bottom of the screen and the program continues.
The data can be cleared and new data can be loaded.

In

both cases the program asks to confirm to continue. This also
happens when leaving the program without saving.
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4.6 Sirius Mossbauer fit program.
The Sirius Mossbauer fit program is a commercially purchased program for an DOS environment [REF 15]. The program is
installed on the PC, which is also used as terminal for the
PhyDAS and can be used simultaneously with the CEMS software
for the PhyDAS.
With aid of this program the measurements are interpreted.
The program loads the data from the PhyDAS in ASCII form. The
maximum number of data is 1024. The data can be 'folded',
scaled and displayed.
For

the

fitting

process

a

data

file,

with

concerning the specific sample of the measurement,

information
is loaded.

This data file contains the number of Lorenztian peaks to be
fitted,

how the peaks are related and other parameters like

isomer shift(s) and quadrupole splitting(s). For new measurements new data files, containing fit parameters, might be
needed.
Before starting the actual fit realistic starting parameters must be given.

If some of the about 15 fit parameters

don't have good starting values, the program will be aborted.
Depending on the starting values of fit parameters, the fitting
process will take a time between a few seconds and a several
minutes.
As a result of a fit, the parameters and their errors are
given. Most of the parameters are given in unities of mms- 1 ,
the magnetic fields are given in kOe. The graph of the fit
through the measurement and the fit parameters can be printed
directly on a matrix printer.
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s. Results and discussion.
This

chapter

is

divided

into

two

section.

Section

5. 1

describes results concerning the experimental setup. In section
5.2 some measurements will be discussed.
5.1 Test results.
magnet.
10000

There was one occasion to
8000

measure the magnetic field as
a

function

of

the

0

a

a

a

ca

ca

0

current,
6000

when the vacuum chamber was
removed. The result is shown
in figure 5 .1. The magnetic
field is measured at the centre of one poles of the mag-

o;

"':l
"'

~

4000

ca
2000

The magnetic field is
net.
linear to the current up to 13
10

Amperes.
The magnetic field at the
site of the sample in the vacuum chamber is the same as the
measured magnetic field,
(approximately)

15

20

25

I (A)

figure 5 .1 Magnetic field of
the CEMS magnet as a function
of the current.

since the field between the poles is

homogeneous.

A magnetic field will

influence

the path of the conversion electrons.
cryogenics

The cryogenics have not yet been tested extensively. Two
tests with liquid helium have been performed (see table 5.1).
In both cases the temperature controller was not used and the
aperture of the valve was operated manually. After the first
test a thicker heat conduction wire was installed between the
cold finger and the sample holder.
During the second test the temperature of the sample hol54

der

was

adjusting

kept

between

(enlarging)

110

and

90

Kelvin

for

four

the aperture of the valve.

days,

by

Meanwhile a

measurement was performed on a sample, containing magnetite.
First test

Second test

conduction wire

1. 7 mm2

4. O mm 2

duration

18 hours

98 hours

valve aperture

20%

8-20%

temperature

41 K

100 K

lowest achieved

39 K

30 K

temperature

(valve 50%, 90

(valve 30-60%,

minutes)

40 minutes)

28 1

40 1

Helium cons umpti on
Table 5.1

When the cooling started, the pressure decreased drastically. The lowest pressure reached was below the range of the
Penning Gauge ( < 1.10-9 mbar). The count rate of the detectors
initially increased from 800 to 5000 Counts Per Second (CPS).
Later (one day) the count rate decreased to 800 CPS. Apparently
the molecules were freezing on the sample

(holder)

and were

causing an extra background signal. The measurement didn't show
a clear signal.
When the cooling stopped the pressure went up (both times)
to

above the critical pressure for

detectors ( >

10- 6

the high voltage of the

mbar). The last time the diffusion pump even

got overheated.
collimators.

Before the construction of the collimators a test measurement was performed. The angular distribution of the radiation
showed a clear peak, as expected from simple geometry considerations. A 20 mm thick piece of lead reduced the count rate 500
times. Note that the radiation exists out of different gamma
rays (see section 3.4).
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5.2 Measurements.

Since the CEMS spectrometer became operational in February
1995 (still in its test phase), several measurements, involving
different samples, have been performed. A few of those measurements, all at room temperature, will be discussed here.
In figure 5.2 the first two CEMS spectra are shown.
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figure 5.2 CEMS spectra of natural iron, for angle of
incidence of the gamma rays on the sample at 90° (upper) and at 0° (lower). The large peak in the middle is
caused by the stainless steel of the vacuum chamber.

In both cases the sample was 1290 A natural iron, containing 2%

57

Fe. The top measurement is performed with the sample
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perpendicular to the direction of the gamma rays and took 3
days. The other measurement is performed with the sample
parallel to the direction of the gamma rays and took 3.5 days.
The measurements show seven peaks; the six lines from the
natural iron and one large stainless steel peak. The latter is
undesired and is caused by the electrons from the narrow vacuum
chamber.

The lines through the points are the fitted curves.

The fitted curves have intensity ratios of 3: 4: 1: 1: 4: 3 and
3:2:1:1:2:3 for the 57Fe of respectively the top and the bottom
curve. These are the expected ratios for angle of incidence
Om=90° and random angles Om (see section 2.2).
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figure 5.3 CEMS spectrum of natural iron.
stainless steel peak is reduced by coating
vacuum chamber with carbon.

The
the

In figure 5.3 a clearer typical CEMS spectrum of the same
1290

is

A iron

reduced

sample is shown. The middle peak of stainless steel
by

coating

the

vacuum

chamber

with

carbon.

The

sample is placed perpendicular to the incident gamma ray and
clearly shows the expected intensity ratio (3:4:1:1:4:3). The
line width (FWHM) of the individual lines is 0.26 mms- 1 , which
is better than the

requirement [REF 1). This spectrum is used

to calibrate the velocity scale,
troscopy.
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as usual in M6ssbauer spec-

The signal to noise ratio can be improved by increasing
the

accumulation time

(here

6 days) .

The count rate

can be

increased by putting a voltage on the channeltron entrance. In
that case the measurements show a clear increase of the stainless steal peak. This effect can be reduced by using a collimator.
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figure 5.4 CEMS spectrum of natural iron. The
stainless steel has totally disappeared due to the
usage of a collimator.
The usage of the collimators improves the signal to noise
ratio. A measurement of the same iron sample with the collimator with an aperture with a diameter of 4 mm is shown in figure
5.4.

Its signal to noise ratio

(about 2%)

is about twice the

signal to noise ratio of the measurement without collimator, at
about the same total number of counts. The stainless steel peak
totally disappeared. The count rate though decreased by 20 %.
A measurement of a more complex sample is shown in figure
5.5. The sample is a multilayer, containing 50 repetitions of
(100 A Fe3o 4 + 15 A coo). The magnetite (Fe3 o 4 ) is not enriched
with

57

Fe.

The sample was first measured in the transmission

geometry at Delft University [ref 16]
compared.
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, so the results can be
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figure 5. 5 CEMS spectrum of a multilayer containing
50 repetitions of (100
Fe3o• + 15
CoO).

A

A

Because magnetite (Fe3o4 ) has the inverse spinel structure
[ref

17],

there

are

Fe-ions

at

tetraeder

and

at

octaeder

positions (in the ratio 1:2 respectively for bulk magnetite).
On the Fe atoms, at the two different positions, work different
magnetic and electrical fields. This results in the CEMS
spectrum, consisting out of a superposition of two six line
spectra (sextets), as is indicated in figure 5.5.
The

transmission

spectrum

(TMS)

from

Delft

University

showed a clear peak in the middle (stainless steel). This peak
also appeared in our TMS measurement, though with less intensity, and is not present in the CEMS measurement (figure 5.5).
The results of the fit of the CEMS measurement are tabulated next to the results obtained at Delft University in table
5 .1.

The values for the spectral quantities

(magnetic field

isomer shift and quadrupole splitting) of both measurements are
the same. For the spectral contribution of the two sextets we
find 35 % and 65 %, while at Delft University 45% and 55% was
reported.
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The different experimental techniques should provide the
same information. In a CEMS measurement though only the outermost Fe3o4 layers contribute to the spectrum,

while in a TMS

measurement all the 50 layers contribute to the spectrum. Our
TMS measurement had a worse signal to noise ratio than these
two measurements, but it also confirmed the ratio 1:2 for A and
B respectively, normal for bulk magnetite, within experimental
errors.

I

Eindhoven

Delft

University

University

Isomer shift sextet A (mms" 1 )

I (CEMS)0.234

Isomer shift sextet B (mms" 1 )

0.622

Isomer shift {A-B)

(mms· 1 )

(TMS)
0.554
0.945

0.389

0.391

Quadrupole splitting A (mms· 1 )

0.003

0.000

Quadrupole splitting B (mms· 1 )

0.000

0.000

Magnetic field A (Tesla)

48.62

48.82

Magnetic field B (Tesla)

45.88

45.91

Spectral contribution A (%)

35

45

Spectral contribution b (%)
65
Table 5.2
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6 conclusions and recommendations.
In this chapter the performance of the total experimental
setup will be discussed. Further some recommendations, concerning the experimental setup and measurements, will be given.
The CEMS-spectrometer is characterised by its specifications, tabulated here:
Specifications.
vacuum
ultimate pressures

pressure after 24 hours
liquid nitrogen consumption

5·10- 9 mbar (normal) •
< 1•10- 9 mbar {at low
peratures)
2 • 10- 8 mbar.
75 lweek- 1

cryogenic
temperature operating range
temperature fluctuations
liquid Helium consumption

± 10 lday- 1 at 100 K

Magnetic Field
Magnetic field range
Sample orientation

0-0.9 T
0-90°, in steps of 1.8°

Detection & Spectra
Mossbauer source
Activity
Count rate (with collimator)
linewidth of natural Fe
Data-acquisition
Velocity waveforms
frequency
velocity range

30-300 K

57co
2 GBq (Jan. 1995)
800 s- 1 (CEV"'=O)
900 s- 1 (CEV"'=20 V)
O. 26 mms- 1

triangle, sine.
1-20 Hz
choice out of 8 ranges:
± 1 , 2 , 4 , 8 , 16 , 3 2 , 6 4 , 12 8 mms- 1
8192 channels.

Memory

*

tem-

CEV: Channeltron Electron Voltage.
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The CEMS spectrometer is fully operational. Measurements
can be performed in different conditions. The sample can be
cooled to low temperatures and a magnetic field is appliable.
A software package, able to perform all necessary actions
(and more),

is present for the CEMS setup. Almost fully auto-

mated measurements can be operated by the computers. Like with
most

software

though,

some

expansions

might

be

useful

(for

example: options to add / compare different data).
The experimental setup is still in its test phase. The
regulation of the cryogenic system has to be further tested and
optimised. The magnet and the spectrometer have to be (better)
calibrated. All electronic noise has to be removed (the preamp
was defect) and the (electronic) settings have to be optimised.
The spectra show a good energy resolution; the line width
of natural iron is o. 26 mm/s. The signal to noise ratio has
been improved by the usage of a collimator, but it can be
further improved by optimising the CEMS apparatus.
Recommendations.

In order to improve the quality of the CEMS spectra, the
following suggestions are given:
- Use samples with a higher percentage of 57Fe: enriched
samples can give up to 50 times more signal. The enriched
samples can also be used for NMR techniques [REF 18].
- Check the signal to the IMS: transducer, amplifications,
discriminator and the shielding of the cables (also of the
temperature

sensors).

All

electronic

noise must

be

re-

moved.
- Try different collimators (for different samples). The
current collimators are simple, but quite effective. The
signal to noise ratio has been improved by collimation,
but it has not been optimised.
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Although CEMS might be more effective in many cases, it is
still wisely not to forget TMS. A lot of TMS measurements are
performed by others and it might be useful to compare these
measurements with our own TMS measurements. All equipment for
TMS is present and the experimental setup is easy to convert
for a TMS measurement. For some samples TMS measurements might
be more effective.
For more accurate TMS measurements though, a new detector,
with a good energy resolution, is necessary. The costs of a new
detector can be small compared to the costs of the total CEMS
setup.
It might also be worth a try to perform backscattering
Mossbauer spectroscopy

(ref 19].

This technique

is based on

measuring the reemit ed gamma rays (14.4 keV only in our case).
As possible future measurements,
ments are suggested:

the following measure-

- Some more calibration measurements (for different velocity scales). Well documented samples are natural iron and
(bulk)

magnetite.

Transmission

measurements

might

be

useful for natural iron.
- Measurements on samples containing magnetite. Magnetite
has interesting magnetic properties.
- Measurements at low temperatures and /or with magnetic
fields. Try (a magnetic field while) cooling below critical temperatures (Tverwey for magnetite (ref 20]).
- Depth selective measurements. Insert a thin layer of
57

Fe in a sample containing furthermore

56

Fe.

I want to end this report with the following conclusion:
The CEMS project offers good perspectives!
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8. Appendices

8.1 How to operate the CEMS apparatus.

(See figure 3.4)

vacuum.

The

For operating the vacuum system consult G. Baselmans.
vacuum is easy to sustain: refill the nitrogen vessel

regularly (twice a week, at least once). Press the start button
on the nitrogen level control unit to fill the cold trap. The
valve closes automatically, but sometimes it can close too late
(press stop). Wait until the conduct pipe has defrosted and is
flexible again. Close the lever at the top of the vessel and
disconnect the vessel. After refilling the vessel, don't forget
to switch the lever to open.
It is wisely to regularly watch the vacuum system. Look at
the

temperatures

and

the

water

flow.

The

pressures

of

the

sensors can be read on the combivac,

by pressing the buttons

corresponding with the three sensors.

If the pressure of the

Penning Gauge gets above about 3 10·

6

mbar,

immediately switch

of the High Voltage of the PM (HV button)!!
To open the vacuum system:
1- Switch off the HV of the detectors and of the penning Gauge.
2- Close the high vacuum isolation valve at the cold trap.
Don't practice great forces on the valve.
3- Fill the roughing system with nitrogen gas. Open the tap and
the lever at the top of the nitrogen gas bottle. Look at the
analog pressure sensor close to the down to air valve and let
the pressure up to a little above O by slowly opening (and
closing) the valve.
4- Empty the roughing system. Now look at Pirani gauge 2 (TM2
on the combivac). Make sure that this pressure does not come
much

above

1

10· 2

mbar during this

step.

Close the

backing

valve, open the roughing valve. Wait until the analog pressure
sensor is

(almost)

at -1 bar. Close the roughing valve, wait
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half a minute and open the backing valve.
5- repeat step 3.
6- Slowly open the chamber roughing isolation valve with the
separate lever (look at TMl).
7- repeat step 5-6 until the pressure at the analog pressure
sensor is little above

o.

8- close the nitrogen bottle and the chamber roughing isolation

valve with the special lever. Disconnect all wires at the top
of the vacuum chamber. Unscrew the top flange.
To change the sample (ask G. Baselmans):
1-

Put the stairs next to the vacuum system and make sure the

insert holder is free. Ask for assistance.
2- Make sure that the top flange is totally disconnected.

the top

flange

in the

insert holder

(watch the two

Put

screws,

witch are hard to remove: remove them later). Caution: heavy!
Watch the copper vacuum ring (remove it in step 4). Put the red
plastic top on the place of the flange.
3- Use one (or two) pair of tweezers to remove the sample.
Remove the pressure from the clamps (with small screw drivers).
caution: don't touch the wires, don't damage the samples. Ask
G. Baselmans.
4- See 3. put the new sample in the sample holder.

(5- place the samples in a vacuum chamber/bottle.)
To start the vacuum system:
1- Make sure the path to the vacuum system is free. Remove the
plastic top and place a new copper vacuum (pakking) ring at the
top of the vacuum system. Slowly insert the vacuum insert.
2- Tighten the screws.

First one screw than the opposite one

(better for the ring) .

Repeat this until the screws are all

tightened with the same forces (not too large).
3- Open the chamber roughing isolation valve.

First with the

special lever, than complete with the plastic tap.
4- Empty the roughing system. Now look at Pirani gauge 2 (TM2
on the combivac). Make sure that this pressure does not come
much

above

1

10· 2 mbar during
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this

step.

Close

the

backing

valve, open the roughing valve. Wait until sensor TMl is at 1
10· 2 bar (this can take over one hour). Close the roughing
valve, wait half a minute and open the backing valve.
5- Close the chamber roughing isolation valve with the special
lever.

Slowly open the high vacuum isolation valve

(look at

TMl).
6- Wait an hour. Try the Penning gauge (put on the HV). If the
pressure is above 10· 6 mbar, switch it of and try it later.
To start a measurement:
1- Connect all cables to the top flange (and the preamp). And
switch on all (necessary) electronics.
2- Check the settings with the log book. Set angle, CEV and put
the high voltage on

(reset HV security unit and HV supply,

correct for the CEV):

3000 V.

Look at the count rate

(about

800-1200 CPS).
3- Start VTERM on the PC (from the menu). (Type 'PE<enter>' if
necessary, user: MS) Load vtlib: type 'load vtlib<enter>'. 'Get
cemsprg2 . msc' , 'run' and if an error occurs ' ini t _pb' . (See
section 4.5)
4- Go to change settings menu,
good

(velocity range!) .

and be sure all settings are

Go to data transfer menu and try to

save status (DON'T USE "underscores":

'

'

and don't start the

name with a number!!!, these files can not be removed). If not
enough space on the PhyLAN, remove some data files (For example
'rem CEMS0002.msd'). Go to the experiment menu. Select 'go'.
Wait until a new screen appears and the two top left red
LEDs light up. Look at the transducer and see if it moves and
look at the scoop if you see a triangle wave shape. If the
transducer doesn't move,

look at the Mossbauer driver and its

power supply. If some of the LEDs of the power supply are not
lightened up, change the fuse (1.6 A}.
5- regularly check the Mossbauer driver and the pressure.
For TMS See Log book (M. Tjin A Ton) 10 may 1995.
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8.3 Integrated Multiscaler /Signal generator (IMS).

A complete description of the IMS is given in the user
PhyBUS manual Integrated Multiscaler Signal generator,
can be found in the PhyDAS manuals.

which

For the interested people follow here the main features of
this PhyBUS interface:
Multiscaler section.

* one or two multiscaler sections with separate count inputs
* a maximum of 65, 535 input pulses can be counted in a time
slot,
the
maximum
cumulative count
per
channel
equals
4,294,967,294
* maximum count rate: 100 MHz {optional 125 MHZ)
* minimum channel time: 50 ns. The channel time is determined
by an external clock
* 6 software-selectable modes for optimum speed/average count
selection
* random correlation outputs
signal generator section

* 16-bit resolution (76 µV)
* two independent DAC outputs
* two independent DAC data memories
*output voltage range -2.5 volt .. + 2.5 volt
* DAC settling time 150 ns
* DAC output load ~ 50 ohm
* 16-bit parallel data output from one DAC
* synchronisation output for parallel data output
common characteristics

* bus interfaces:
16/32 bit PhyBUS
32 bit PhyPAD

dual 32 bit DSB
* trigger input
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* trigger output
* clock input to control the channel time
* clock output
* Ready For Trigger (RFT) output for handshake with external
devices
*analog real-time monitor outputs for (t, Y(t)) scope monitoring of acquired multiscaler data.
explanation LEDs (front panel IMS)

The left LEDs from top to bottom are:
- acquiring. (measurement enable bit set)
- busy.

(measuring, already triggered)

- Ready For Trigger (RFT)
The right LEDs are used to indicate the maintenance mode.
Programming

The IMS is used in mode O: 1 input -> 1 data memory: long
word, 1 trigger for M repetitions of maximum 8192 channels. The
constant

'imsadr',

containing

(YES!)

the

IMS

address,

is

declared in CEMSDAC as: 3584.
Starting the IMS:
- give number of channels (divided by 8, -1)
- give number of repetitions M (-1)
(-give number of repeats of M (N)
- load DAC O memory (imsadr +4+5)
write x times, where x

=

(imsadr+8)

(imsadr +12,+13)
(-1), imsadr +14)

number of channels.

- set enable bit (write 1 to imsadr)
Stopping the IMS:
- clear enable bit, wait until IMS is ready.
- read memory (imsadr +2+3).
REMARKS:
watch out: 32 bit communication: first high word then low word.
Use get_pb_dma and put_pb_dma (faster!).
DAC is reversed:

o

means 2.5 V, 64*1024 means -2.5V !!!
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8.4 List of software.

In this section the filenames of the software programs are
listed. The listings of the software are not printed here. They
are

too

long.

For

the

listings

see

the

register

with

CEMS

SOFTWARE or check the computers in the CEMS room.
Software on PhyLAN.

The programs on the PhyLAN are saved in the directory MSD,
login name MS. The programs are without 'MSD:' and '.rose':
CEMSDAC

CEMSINFO

CEMSLOGO

CEMSMEN2

CEMSMENU

CEMSPLOT

CEMSPRG2

CEMSPROG

FFTTEST

IMSSHOW

IMSTEST

LEESPC

LOADCEMS

MOSS

MOSS2

MOSS3

MOSS4

MOSSMENU

MOSSPROC

NMRECHOO

NMRGRSCR

STEPMOT

VT LIB

Most of the names all already mentioned or they speak for
themselves.

IMSSHOW is the program to show data obtained by

using IMSTEST and which are saved as IMSDAT?.MSD. CEMSMEN2 and
CEMSPRG2 are the new versions, which should be used.

LOADCEMS

loads the libraries for CEMSPRG2 (equal to 'LOAD VTLIB').
MOSS* programs are written by my predecessor Harm van der
Heijden and were used to operate the MCA and the DAC. To start
the software see log book (M. Tjin A Ton): may 1995.
Software on PC.

The software used for CEMS on PC are the programs MM.
SIRIUS and VTERM (see manual, ask J. Noijen). The directory for
SIRIUS is: c:\MMS. When data are saved on PC, it ends up in the
directory c:\mms\spectra (this can be changed in the listing of
CEMSPRG2). The data files with fit parameters for the different
materials are saved in the directory c: \mms\tm.

For usage of

SIRIUS see the MM SIRIUS manual in the register. Sirius is also
installed at the PC in chamber N E202.
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Its a natures law that the total chaos can only grow.
No wonder that mankind messes things up.
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